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Our 2020 Graduates!
Jackie Palmer Academy's Class of 2020 is not having the graduation we were all expecting, but we are incredibly
proud of them all, none the less! A small group, these students have become incredibly close and have bonded
together to work beautifully as a unified company. Some have decided to take a Gap Year, or follow a different path,
but some have decided to continue with their studies in Performing Arts at a variety of prestigious institutions:

Molly Durston
Mountview Academy of Theatre Arts

"After spending an incredible two years training at Jackie Palmer Academy, I am so happy to
be going to Mountview from September 2020. I am extremely excited to be training at this
conservatoire, as I knew I wanted to go there from the day I auditioned. I wouldn’t have been
able to do it without the amazing teachers at JP!"

Sam Holmes
Urdang Academy

"I chose to go to the Urdang Academy because of their intense, high level training in musical
theatre and to improve my dance to the same level as my singing and acting. I cant wait to
start, as it's one step closer to achieving my dream."

Hannah Jones
Performance Preparation Academy

"After an amazing 2 years at Jackie Palmer Academy, I have now secured myself a place on
the 3 year Diploma at PPA. Although I’m devastated to be leaving JP and everyone there, I am
excited to start this new journey!"
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Abby Tallarico
Fourth Monkey Actor Training Company

"I’m really excited to be continuing my next stage of training at Fourth Monkey. It’s a school
that embodies the love that I’ve built for movement during my time at Jackie Palmer
Academy and I can’t wait to get the opportunity to learn and grow as a performer in London."

Connor Thorne
Sharpe Academy

"I am excited to be attending Sharpe Academy, starting this September. An aspect that has
especially drawn me to the academy is their personal and hands-on approach to training. I
am looking forward to undergoing their all-encompassing course, that I feel will help me
grow into a polished and rounded performer."

Lizzie Cottrell
Institute of the Arts, Barcelona

"In September I am beginning a BA (Hons) in Dance at Institute of the Arts, Barcelona. The
course allows me to focus on my dance whilst continuing to push my singing and acting
skills. Moving to Spain is a childhood dream and I am so excited to be able to fulfil it while
training in my greatest passion."

Kariss Dalton
Masters / Stella Mann

"I am excited to start this new stage in my training at Masters Performing Arts. I felt
comfortable and excited from the moment I got there. The small size of the school allows for
more individual attention, something that I have really enjoyed having at Jackie Palmer.
Masters will help me become a more mature and confident performer and I can’t wait to see
what the future holds!"
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